2004 ford explorer motors

The Explorer has a very well-established record of expensive transmission failure at under k
miles. Adding insult to injury, the Explorer also has a massive problem with the rear panel
cracking. While it's a minor annoyance compared to transmission failure, ironically the crack
usually goes right through the Ford logo. So how do you find out what problems are occurring?
Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Driver lost control of the vehicle at
a "S" curve and hit an utility pole with the front end. The pole was snapped in half. Airbags did
not deploy. Driver was the only person in the vehicle. Driver was wearing a seat belt. Driver hit
his chest on the steering wheel bruising his lung. Driver also hit his head on the windshield
causing a laceration approximately 1. Driver was transferred via ambulance to the nearest
hospital and admitted for 48 hours. The canine broke her back and had to be put down the
following day. Transmission shifts harder and shakes the entire SUV. When I press the gas and
get to about it will start knocking really bad and feels like it's losing power. When I stop the
exact same thing happens with the knocking. I was going 35 around a slight curve on I freeway
by little york shepard gulf bank area to be exact and the SUV was driving fine. I was just getting
onto the freeway at this time. Hints the reason I'm not going so face. When I started picking up
speed the transmission jerked so hard I flew into the next lane. Luckily no one was around me
but image if I was in traffic and this happen. I was driving on a highway going 60mpg, out of no
where my Ford Explorer stops moving and decreases in speed fast. At that same time a wrench
symbol popped up on my dash. I almost got rear ended due to the speed dropping so fast, I
could not pull over fast enough. Once pulled over, I turnoff my Ford for a few minutes. After a
few minutes I started it back up. The wrench symbol was gone, I was able to then accelerate and
get to the correct speed for the speed limit. Once I got home I stopped at my local shop and
they scanned the computer to see what was going on. I was told that it was my throttle body. I
was not giving any codes and the shop owner cleared the codes out of the system. He told me
that if it comes back he did say that if it comes back I would have to replace my throttle body.
This is very dangerous I know there are recalls that are being petition on other Ford vehicles
and I have read many complaints on other websites in regards to this issue Ford should really
replace these because they can cause a very hazardous accident when it the throttle body stops
performing. I hope this can be looked into and corrected in a reasonable amount of time I know
that I am not the only one with this issue. Search CarComplaints. Transmission failure with
overdrive light blinking. Codes show wrong line pressure. Problums with timing chain the
guides and tentioner always braking or the timing chain it self braking, it is all I hear about the 4.
The throttle would not respond after starting. Electronic throttle control and engine service
warning lights lit on dash. Engine would not rev over RPM. Electronic throttle control failure has
been common Ford going back to Ford has replaced over 1. However, there was no recall.
Called Ford, and was assigned a case , however, Ford would not assist with payment. Vehicle
out of warranty. Came home from work Friday evening and sat. Morning the vehicle would not
start. Took battery in and tested, it was dead. Replaced the battery and the car still would not
start. Only clicked, relay and starter were fine. Had to tow it to a mechanic who has determined
that the anti-theft system has shut down my engine for no reason. The key no longer connects
to the system. Why is there not a recall on this issue?? I have seen online forums and many
complaints about this issue. Now I have to tow my vehicle to a dealer 40 miles away and pay to
have my vehicle and keys reprogrammed. I think Ford should be responsible for the repair and
tow costs!!! The contact owns a Ford Explorer. While driving at approximately 40 mph, the
vehicle stalled and various unknown warning lights illuminated. The vehicle was not able to
restart. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the
engine timing belt failed and the engine needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was notified
of the failure. The failure mileage was unknown. Car starts but will go forward when shifted in
reverse. Turned the car off then back on, but when I would put the car back in reverse or drive, it
stalled out. Had it towed and then it was fine after that. Now its about 6 months later, now my
orange wrench light pops up and cruise control shuts off at 65mph. Then it jerks a couple times.
Have had it checked and came back with 14 codes mainly for transmission. Complete engine
failure while driving. Service engine soon light appeared 2 days previous but did not yet make it
to the mechanic. Computer reading suggested a sensor problem. Engine shut down, lost power
steering and all systems. Engine restarted but now idles rough. While driving at approximately
55 mph, the service engine soon warning indicator illuminated and the engine stalled. The
vehicle restarted and started blowing fuel fumes into the driver's cabin. The vehicle was towed
to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the spark plug blew out of the cylinder
and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired but the failure recurred. The manufacturer
was not made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Had my used Ford

Explorer for a week and I noticed the transmission jerking when it shift into the last gear.
Sometimes when I put it in reverse, I have to wait for a full minute for it to finally reverse.
Sometimes it jerks hard when I put it in reverse or drive. I'm sure the dealership knew about all
this but never revealed it. Of course when you buy as is, your screwed. I've have my vehicle for
10 years. I find out that my major issues are the mechanical differential. Still having the this
issue to this day and can never have my transmission cleaned or flushed because of that. Also,
my fuel system gets clogged a lot and gas mileage is horrible. Also, my antifreeze leaks after I
paid money to have the cracked seal fixed. This is just scratching the surface. I have many
things wrong with my vehicle I feel should be covered by the manufacturer but I would like to
know what defects are out there for my vehicle. All lights inside and out shut off, engine shut
off, no power to the entire vehicle. Coasted to a stop, put it in park and turned the key off and
then back on - the truck started right up with out a problem. I'm at the point where I'm not sure
to keep this car or junk it these repairs are breaking me! I see that I'm not the only one that is
complaining about these problems The contact stated that the service engine and the battery
warning lights illuminated. The contact also stated that the vehicle jerked and made a loud
noise. The vehicle was taken to a dealer who replaced the front driver side hub and wheel
bearing, the rear springs, the three passenger gear calipers, four rear driver side calipers, the
battery, five rear brake pads, and six rear rotors plus an oil change. Three weeks after the
repairs, the vehicle stalled without warning. In addition, the brake pedal hesitated to respond.
The vehicle was towed back to the dealer, who diagnosed that the engine needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. Not what you are looking for? Search for something
else:. I have a ford explorer 4. From what vehicle and what size? G A answered 4 years ago.
Your stuck with a 4. Most any Ford 4. Ford and Mercury are both the same 4. Bob answered 4
years ago. Ford 4. Do this on any replacement engine 4. OJ answered 4 years ago. If you
purchase a reman engine, specifying the year of manufacture, it will be a drop in. If you obtain a
4. Rob answered 4 years ago. I don't think the 4. It has major design flaws not the least of which
is the incredibly stupid timing chain set-up. I have a hole in my block now and it really sucks.
My best bet to evidently replace it with what I can. Why is it that 8 of 9 Fords I have owned have
died suddenly from either big engine problems or the tranny giving out. I don't drive hard and I
maintain better than most dealers will. I'm thinking that although I love buying american that my
next car will be Japanese. Jonathan answered 4 years ago. Well two-door Ford Explorer 4. Will
Ford Explorer 4. GuruT2VNG answered 2 years ago. GuruVVQ3M answered 2 years ago. Tifoez
answered 2 years ago. GuruVVQ3M, no the Sport and Sport Trac, are completely different, the
Sport is still the normal explorer but with only front doors, the sport trac is the pick-up version
of the explorer.. Zaccccccc answered 2 years ago. Guru11L7P answered about a year ago. Will
the engine out Ford Explorer sohc 4. Martin answered about a year ago. Why are the 4. Why
spend so much on a time bomb. With no other options? To me ford dropped the ball on this.
Also, plastic engine parts. You fing, kidding me??? GuruF8LL8 answered 9 months ago. What
years in the 4. I have a ;ford mustang and not happy with it because of the timing chains.
dodge a500 transmission
gmc acadia exhaust
jeep cj yj spring conversion
I'd really like to put a Windsor in my car. Guru3BPMN answered 7 months ago.
DaBullsMobileGarage answered about a month ago. But again I would like something that
would bolt right up to my original transmission and wiring but if I need to I know how to make it
work just need best opinions and suggestions!!! Are they interchangeable? I have a different
car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Interchangeable engines. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your
Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions.
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